
Lilies are one of the truly great garden plants, as they are 
beloved by gardeners everywhere. Their beauty, diversity, 
extended season of bloom, graceful stature and overall 
reliable disposition reflect the fruits of hundreds of years of 
selective breeding. In Chinese, the word ‘Lily’ means ‘forever 
in love’. The lilium family is so large, varied, and complex that 
it is challenging to describe them in short. Lilies are deer and 
critter resistant. Plant just about anywhere - borders, beds, 
cutting gardens, perennial gardens, pots and containers.

PATIO LILY ORANGE PIXIE with Orange Metal Planter and Growers Pot
Van Zyverden’s

As lilies need a cold period
in order to grow and develop

properly, start them early
Lavish, exotic color Easy to grow

in containers
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Guaranteed to grow 1 year from purchase
if  directions are followed. Any concerns related
to quality and/or counts feel free to contact us.

About This Variety: Our patio lily kit comes with everything you need to grow this exotic plant.
One large packaged Orange Pixie Lily bulb, a 5” x 7” trendy orange metal decorative outer pot, a 5” nursery pot,
 a block of compressed soil, and growing directions.

Growing Instructions: Plant early spring so the lily bulb can get established before the hot weather.
They love the sun so consider that when choosing a location, however some afternoon shade will extend flowering 
time. Simply expand the soil, following the directions, fill the nursey pot with 2/3 of the medium, position the bulb, 
roots down, pointy end up and cover with the remaining soil. Then water well, not letting the pot dry out.

Care Tip: As bulbs are essentially storage mechanisms, they already contain everything needed to produce 
flowers. There is no need to fertilize them. After flowering, remove the root ball from the pot and plant in your garden 
prior to frost to enjoy blooms next spring.

Exposure: Full sun to partial shade
Height: Grows 12-18” tall
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